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 SOURCE 1

Culture

traditions art and
music

clothing

religion food

language

SOURCE 2:

Song lyrics 

Globalisation
World without walls 
Being connected through technology
We’re loving it.

Traditions disappearing
Food to take away
Local currency dying
All wearing the same.

Globalisation
World without walls
We’re living it.

Loss of culture, all the same
Where are our traditions?
What about our language?

Sweatshops, cheap labour and pollution

Globalisation
World without walls.
We’re hating it.
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SOURCE 3:

Letter to a magazine

I have been thinking about which university I should go to and have decided on two that do the course 
I want to do. One is the university in my home town and the second is a university overseas, and I am 
really not sure which one I want to go to. I have discussed it with my parents and they say I should 
choose the one I think would be best for me in the future. I know a lot about the university in my home 
town but maybe I need more information to help me decide about the university overseas. The only 
thing I do know is how much the fees will be at both universities and that if I choose the local university 
I can live at home. What advice would you give me?

Nadia 

SOURCE 4:

Radio phone-in on culture

Radio Presenter: On this week’s show we are talking about the role of culture in a globalised world 
and we are interested in your stories. First let’s hear from Costas.

Costas: One of the most important traditions in my family is a traditional Orthodox Greek wedding. The 
trouble is my fiancée is Sikh and her parents are insisting on a traditional Sikh wedding like the one 
they had. As she’s an only daughter, and I want to please both families, this is becoming a real issue. 

Juanita: It is hard when you live in a society with different ethnic cultures and want to keep your own 
culture as people generally think you are prejudiced against other cultures. This is just not true. You 
want to share your culture with others so that they can experience the food, traditions, music and art 
that you love so much. If we do not share our cultures, they will disappear.

Kristina: But that is just the point! No one wants to experience different cultures. Most people are not 
prepared to try different foods or celebrate other people’s traditions. Anyway, granddad is always telling 
us that tradition has been replaced by mobile phones, designer clothes and cars in every country.
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